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ABSTRACT

Space debris mitigation has been identified as a vital
step to reduce and possibly stop the space debris popu-
lation rapid growth that has been taking place in the last
years. To optimise and enhance current technologies and
to unfold innovative solutions related to the End-Of-Life
(EOL) of satellites, the ESA Clean Space Office under-
took and supported various studies within the CleanSat
programme, which involves a collaboration with the Eu-
ropean Large System Integrators (LSIs). A brief defini-
tion and overview of the main activities related to EOL
that are currently being carried out within the ESA Clean
Space Office will be given: Passivation, Controlled and
Uncontrolled Re-entry, Design for Demise, Deorbit Ma-
noeuvres and Deorbit Passive Devices. A compilation of
lessons learnt and concurred proposed solutions deriving
from years of collaborative systems and technology stud-
ies will be presented.

Keywords: Clean Space; space debris; mitigation;
CleanSat; design for demise; passivation; re-entry strate-
gies; casualty risk; disposal, end of life.

1. INTRODUCTION

The amount of space debris has been growing steadily
since the 1960s, with some instantaneous rises due to
collisions or explosions, as reported by [28]. To invert
this trend, two strategies need to be concurrently imple-
mented: space debris mitigation and space debris reme-
diation. The former acts on the source of debris, decreas-
ing the probability that functional spacecraft will become
derelict after or during the operational lifetime. Instead,
the latter aims at alleviating the collision risk deriving
from debris that are already in orbit.

The need to apply the aforementioned countermeasures
to the growth of the debris population required first of
all the definition of commonly accepted and agreed upon

Space Debris Mitigation (SDM) requirements. This is
why the ISO standard 24113 [37] on Space Debris Mit-
igation (SDM) Requirements was first published. This
document was last updated in 2019. The importance
of regulation supporting SDM and the success of post-
mission disposal has been analysed in various papers and
publications, such as [36] and [41].

Clearly, the compliance with the SDM requirements has
multiple significant implications for the architecture of
space missions, because it can directly impact the space-
craft design, mission cost and development time. Indeed,
those requirements highlighted new knowledge gaps and
technology needs that ESA and other institutions have
been trying to identify and solve. That is why in 2013
ESA decided to establish CleanSat, which is a collabora-
tive initiative that became specialised in the optimisation
and enhancement of current technologies and in the un-
folding of innovative solutions related to a safe End-Of-
Life (EOL) of satellites. During the last decade CleanSat
laid the foundation for a strong cooperation between ESA
and industry, particularly with the European Large Sys-
tem Integrators (LSI), such as Airbus Defence and Space,
Thales Alenia Space and in earlier phases also OHB. The
LSIs not only carry out studies on their own, but also of-
fer their support and feedback to other activities. As they
might be the end users of newly developed technologies,
they guide and encourage design choices of smaller insti-
tutions depending on internally identified integration and
innovation needs.

Therefore, CleanSat has become a cornerstone in this
domain and has lead to the development of invaluable
knowledge about the logical processes that relate high-
level SDM requirements to design choices and new tech-
nologies development for ESA missions.

The following provides a definition and overview of the
main activities related to EOL in Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
that are currently being carried out within the ESA Clean
Space Office will be given: Uncontrolled Re-entry, Pas-
sivation, Deorbit Manoeuvres and Deorbit Passive De-
vices, Design for Demise and Controlled Re-entry. A
compilation of lessons learnt and proposed solutions de-
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rived from years of systems and technology studies will
be presented. Subsequently, an overview of system and
subsystem level impact of several of the aforementioned
requirements will be given, alongside with the main
drivers of research on new technologies.

2. SPACE DEBRIS MITIGATION REQUIRE-
MENTS

Space debris pose a significantly higher threat in the
zones where they have been accumulating the most over
the years: the Low Earth Orbit and the Geostationary
Earth Orbit (GEO). This paper will be focused on tech-
nologies that apply mostly to LEO, which includes all
altitudes below 2000 km.

The SDM requirements constitute the core of the [37] and
have been adopted by ESA with [25] and [27]. The main
ones that are related to the technologies developed within
the CleanSat initiative are summarised in the following:

• Space systems operating in the LEO protected re-
gion shall be disposed of by re-entry into the Earth’s
atmosphere within 25 years after the end of their
operational phase, if they are capable of collision
avoidance manoeuvres, or after their orbit injection
epoch, if they have no capability to perform collision
avoidance manoeuvres.

• A spacecraft or launch vehicle orbital stage, for
which a controlled re-entry has not been planned,
shall be passivated (i.e. permanently depleting, ir-
reversibly deactivating, or making safe all on board
sources of stored energy capable of causing an ac-
cidental break up) in a safe and controlled manner
before the end of life.

• For space systems that are disposed of by re-entry,
the prime contractor shall perform an analysis to de-
termine the characteristics of fragments surviving to
ground impact, and assess the total casualty risk to
the population on ground assuming an uncontrolled
re-entry. To understand how the casualty risk is usu-
ally evaluated, it is possible to refer to [26], [35] and
[29].

• In case the total casualty risk is larger than 10−4 ,
uncontrolled re-entry is not allowed. Instead, a con-
trolled re-entry must be performed such that the im-
pact footprint can be ensured over an uninhabited
area, with sufficient clearance of landmasses and
traffic routes.

• The probability of successful disposal of a space-
craft or launch vehicle orbital stage shall be at least
0.9 through to the end of life.

Figure 1. EOL operations decision-making process.

3. TECHNOLOGY AREAS

When planning the EOL manoeuvres and procedures of
an ESA spacecraft, the operators and engineers need to
go through the decision-making process shown in Fig. 1.
First of all, it is necessary to assess the on-ground casu-
alty risk deriving from the re-entry of the spacecraft. If
this value is lower than the threshold, 10−4, it is possible
to perform a so-called uncontrolled re-entry, but there is
another condition that needs to be checked. If the time
needed to deorbit after the EOL is less than 25 years,
passivation of the propulsion and power system can be
performed and the spacecraft can be left to passively de-
cay and finally be disposed through an uncontrolled re-
entry. If this is not the case, the decay can be accelerated
with a deorbit device or the altitude can be lowered with a
propulsive manoeuvre. After this is achieved, passivation
procedures shall be implemented. Lastly, the spacecraft
will naturally decay with an uncontrolled re-entry. On the
other hand, if the casualty risk is higher than the thresh-
old, two options are available. The first is to implement
the so-called Design for Demise (D4D), which means to
design the spacecraft and its equipment to maximise its
ablation during the re-entry phase. The objective of these
design modifications is to reduce the casualty risk to be
able to perform an uncontrolled re-entry. If this is not
possible, according to the requirements, a controlled re-
entry is mandatory. Often, to reduce the thrust level re-
quired to perform such a manoeuvre in a short time and
to reduce the propellant required for the final burn, the
perigee is first lowered with a separated manoeuvre.

The structure of the following sections will follow the
decision-making process. As shown in Fig. 1, first all
the technologies associated to Uncontrolled Re-entry (red
outline) will be explained. Afterwards, all the ones re-
lated to Controlled Re-entry (green outline) will be anal-
ysed and detailed.

3.1. Uncontrolled Re-entry

Any spacecraft that is orbiting the Earth at an altitude
low enough to experience the effects of the atmospheric



Figure 2. Illustration of a pyrovalve.

drag will eventually naturally decay into the Earth’s at-
mosphere. Of course, this re-entry strategy is always
the preferred one, because it has lower system impacts
than the alternative, and it is therefore the easiest and the
cheapest.

3.1.1. Passivation

Passivating a spacecraft after its end of operation is be-
coming more and more a common practice among space-
craft operators, both for LEO and GEO platforms. Not
performing passivation is indeed, as reported by [28], one
of the main sources of new debris due to on-board stored
energy, and has already generated many in-orbit explo-
sions in the past. Usually, passivation operations follow
the same order: first, propulsion passivation is achieved,
then other sources of on-board stored energy (e.g. batter-
ies and reaction wheels) are removed or made safe, while
at last the final power passivation is performed.

In general, the main challenge for any kind of passivation
is the added risk of erroneous activation that results from
the passivation device itself. Indeed, if passivation was
performed during the operational lifetime of the space-
craft, it could result in a complete loss of the mission.
The most used mitigation strategy for this risk is a double
safety barrier for the activation of any passivation device,
and, when possible, reversibility.

A challenge that has been identified by [47] in this field
is the difficulty of performing a thermal analysis of the
spacecraft after the EOL. Indeed, temperature is one of
the key parameters that may trigger an in-orbit break-up,
which means that such an analysis could be greatly ben-
eficial for the development of passivation solutions and
for the unfolding and investigation of new technologies.
More in general, all environmental aspects (e.g. micro-
meteoroids, surfaces optical properties, aging) are ex-
tremely difficult to predict and simulate after EOL and
there is no agreed approach to assess their validity.

Propulsion system Performing propulsion passivation
corresponds to depleting all the sources of energy that
are left in this system after EOL. In particular, propellant
residuals have been identified to be the main risk. Indeed,
the residuals could self-ignite, vaporise or dissociate if
left in the tank, increasing the internal pressure and even-
tually causing an explosion. Two events were identified
to be the typical origin of these phenomena (see [47]):
over-temperature, which for example can lead to a ther-
mal runaway for hydrazine systems, or a hyper-velocity
impact of a debris or micrometeoroid into the propellant
tanks.

This is mostly a risk for hypergolic propellants, like hy-
drazine and other monopropellants, which are the most
used in LEO. Among the few exceptions, there are small
satellites, that may use cold gas, and recent constellations
that are increasingly choosing Electric Propulsion (EP).
Bipropellant systems are rarely used in LEO.

In general, passivation of the propellant left inside the
system can be achieved through two main means: a dedi-
cated passivation valve (e.g. micro-perforator, pyrovalve,
Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) valve) or depletion burns.
Two examples of valves can be visualised in Fig. 2 and
3.

In principle, passivating cold gas propulsion systems is
not a challenging task, as it only requires to open the
thrusters in a controlled way to let out the pressurized
gas. EP systems can also be depleted fully through the
thrusters. However, due to the small mass flow of the
thrusters embedded in the system, this operation can be
long, and thus costly. This is why the usage of a dedicated
passivation valve can be beneficial. Lastly, common
monopropulsion systems can be passivated with both the
aforementioned methods. Nevertheless, special care is
needed due to the usage of high energetic propellants and
the design of the thrusters.

Considering a commonly used hydrazine propulsion sys-
tem (an example of the schematic is available at [56]),
it includes a diaphragm tank, the feeding lines and
the thruster, sometimes separated in different branches.
Since the tank normally has a diaphragm implemented to
separate the pressurant gas from the propellant, the de-
pletion of all stored energy, including as well the pressur-
ant, would require that both sides of the system are pas-
sivated. This can be avoided if the diaphragm allows the
pressurant gas to flow through. A dedicated permeability
assessment, done in conjunction with the tank supplier,
could then be sufficient to prove that passivation would be
achieved. Otherwise, implementation of a dedicated pas-
sivation valve on the pressurant side would be required.

For the propellant side of the system, one way to achieve
passivation is to deplete through the thruster. Depending
on the system design and accordingly the thrust class, the
usage of the thrusters has to happen in a robust Attitude
Orbit Control System (AOCS) mode, because firing will
generate a ∆V , which could have a detrimental effect on
the spacecraft dynamics, if not accurately controlled in



Figure 3. Illustration of a shape memory alloy valve.

direction. Additionally, the propellant supply will not
be balanced anymore, due to the asymmetric depletion
process within the system and the different thrust gener-
ated by the thruster due to insufficient propellant feeding
(e.g. bubbles). Furthermore, the thrusters are normally
qualified to a higher inlet pressure, leading potentially to
unexpected behaviour during the depletion. Besides this
qualification concerns, the time required for passivation
through the thruster can be quite long, according to the
propellant tank size, and therefore possibly costly from
the operational point of view. Lastly, since it is compli-
cated to quantify the amount of propellant left within the
system at EOL, it is difficult to state that the propulsion
system is fully passivated. Leaving some residuals inside
the tank could make the passivation incomplete and could
lead to an explosion during the re-entry of the spacecraft.
On top of this, a clear and unique definition of the max-
imum amount of fuel that could be considered safe to
leave in the tank is still to be agreed upon.

On the other hand, the design of a dedicated passivation
valve, even if only considered for the pressurant part,
has to take into account the material compatibility with
the propellant. An additional challenge is the fact that
the valve needs to be qualified to last for many years in
the space environment and then reliably work at EOL.
Moreover, even common features, like safety for ground
personnel (e.g. leakage, handling of explosives) has to
be ensured. In recent years, some valves were devel-
oped for this purpose already. One example is the micro-
perforator, which is already qualified and is using a py-
rotechnic device for activation. Within CleanSat, a trade-
off between pyrotechnic devices and SMA valves was
carried out by [4] and [10]. This assessment revealed that
the lifetime of pyrotechnic devices is mostly driven by the
explosives, while this does not apply to the SMA valves.
Moreover, these SMA valves require a low amount of
power, have a simple electrical driver and have no mass
penalty with respect to the pyrovalves. On top of this, due
to the avoidance of explosives, there are no legal con-
straints related to handling and testing of those, which
instead are common for pyrotechnic devices. Moreover,
the lower actuation energy implies significantly reduced

Figure 4. Illustration representing power passivation:
the solar arrays (top left) and the batteries (bottom left)
are linked to the Power Conditioning and Distribution
Unit (centre), which in turn is linked to the spacecraft.
All links must be severed.

shock loads on local structure and hydraulic self-induced
shock or adiabatic compression in liquid lines. Lastly, the
SMA valves have an activation time of around 15 minutes
(typical heater power for a spacecraft application is sup-
posed), while pyrotechnic devices take 10−3 seconds to
act. Higher activation times are an advantage when per-
forming passivation, because in case of an unwanted acti-
vation this gives the operators a larger time margin to stop
and reverse the passivation process. For all these reasons,
SMA valves are currently being further investigated sep-
arately by both ArianeGroup and Arquimea, within the
CleanSat framework.

To conclude, as it was already anticipated, a dedicated
assessment by means of a thermal analysis of the passi-
vation procedure is an important step that is often over-
looked. Local increase of temperature and pressure can
happen during passivation operations, and it is known that
this can result in ignition and explosion of the residuals.
This holds for hydrazine, but even more for specific al-
ternative propellants, such as the newly developed green
propellants.

Power system In current spacecraft, all the energy
of the power system is stored in batteries. As identi-
fied and investigated by [14], a so-called thermal run-
away, which corresponds to a positive temperature feed-
back that can lead to an explosion, can be induced by
over-temperature, internal or external short-circuit, over-
charge or any structural damage (e.g. deriving from an
hyper-velocity impact). Concerning the temperature, fur-
ther studies conducted by [49] have determined that the
temperatures within the batteries range from −50◦ C to
80◦ C in LEO missions. A battery failure mode that was
tested and that did not result in any safety issue for the
passivation was the over-discharging of the battery. Of
course, this holds unless the battery is recharged again
afterwards.



Mitigation strategies were identified by both [1] and [14]
for each of the aforementioned issues. First of all, dis-
charging the battery to the lowest possible state of charge
and lowest possible voltage is already beneficial to ensure
that no charge is stored. The battery should contain a ded-
icated and isolated passivation circuit through which it
can be disconnected from the main power system and be
discharged through bleed resistors. The switch connect-
ing the battery to the passivation circuit should be as close
as possible to the power source. Also, developing safer
batteries (e.g. solid electrolyte, casings, inter-cells mate-
rial) or placing them internally within the satellite would
reduce the risk of explosion linked to hyper-velocity im-
pacts. However, the former would entail higher develop-
ment costs, while the latter directly contradicts the com-
mon practice of mounting the batteries internally directly
on the spacecraft structure, for them to be in direct con-
tact with the radiator. An interesting system level mitiga-
tion strategy that was proposed was to spin the spacecraft
to avoid the battery overheating, due to long sun expo-
sure. However, as it was already mentioned, the thermal
analysis of the spacecraft for the post-EOL phase is not
systematically performed. Possibly, this will be imple-
mented in the future.

There are three main viable options for power passiva-
tion, according to its definition. Firstly, the batteries can
be discharged and their link with the main bus can be sev-
ered, by isolating or short-circuiting them. Secondly, the
Solar Arrays (SA) can also be isolated from the main bus.
In these two cases, it is either possible to open the link be-
tween batteries or SA and the main bus, or to short-circuit
the SA to ground or the batteries with bleeding resistors.
In this last case, the batteries need to be first disconnected
from the main bus. A visualisation of power passivation
is shown in Fig. 4.

Lastly, it can also be sufficient to make the power storage
safe, by shielding or re-designing the batteries. An inter-
esting solution that has been proposed in [15] is the usage
of solid state batteries, where the flammable and volatile
liquid electrolyte would be substituted by a solid one. In
this case, preliminary tests that simulated various battery
failure modes were promising, as they did not cause any
gas emission, fire or explosion.

According to [30], it is preferable to isolate the SA rather
than the batteries, because the latter require bigger de-
vices and solutions that are specific depending on the ap-
plication. Moreover, by isolating the SA the spacecraft
bus does not receive any more power, while the SA would
keep providing power to the Power Conditioning and Dis-
tribution Unit (PCDU), if only the batteries are isolated.
Therefore, this would represent a less robust solution.

The PCDU can manage the power generated from the SA
using two different architectures: Series Switching Shunt
Regulation (S3R) and Maximum Power Point Tracking
(MPPT). The former is usually employed in missions that
include a Solar Array Driving Assembly, which guaran-
tees that all the cells of the SA are pointing towards the
sun, and therefore work at the same temperature and with

the same illumination conditions. The latter is used in
missions with high power requirements, because it allows
to extract the maximum possible power from the SA, but
also when bigger variations in illumination and temper-
ature conditions are expected. However, a PCDU based
on S3R is simpler and cheaper than one based on MPPT.
Some of the solutions that were investigated within the
CleanSat framework by [30] and [57] are specific for one
of these two architectures, while others can be applied
to both. Permanent activation of the MOSFETs to short-
circuit the SA is a passivation solution applicable only to
S3R, while the usage of MOSFETs to isolate the SA from
the main bus, and galvanic insulation, are suitable only
for MPPT. Electro-mechanical devices and relays can be
applied to both.

The studies that were performed did not result in a clearly
preferred solution, even if relays were identified as a good
compromise solution, because they are applicable in all
cases. The passivation method selection depends on the
spacecraft, taking into account the solar array interface
(S3R or MPPT) and the platform size.

For this reason, the chosen way forward was the paral-
lel development of various passivation technologies, for
both architectures. Indeed, within CleanSat, TAS Bel-
gium is currently working on the qualification of power
relays that could be placed in parallel to the SA for S3R
or MPPT architectures, power MOSFETs in addition to
low level latched relays to isolate the SA for MPPT ar-
chitecture and galvanic isolation of the SA using the
transformer implemented in the DC/DC converter of the
MPPT architecture.

3.1.2. Deorbit Manoeuvre

A way to ensure compliance with the requirement stat-
ing that a spacecraft shall re-enter within 25 years after
its EOL, is to perform a deorbit manoeuvre to lower the
perigee before passivation. Indeed, depending on various
variables, such as their mass and drag surface, it is esti-
mated that objects orbiting at altitudes between 500-600
km will naturally decay in the Earth’s atmosphere within
25 years. Therefore, by lowering a spacecraft’s altitude
with a propulsive manoeuvre, an operator can make sure
that it will comply with the SDM requirement. Of course,
performing such a manoeuvre requires that the tank ca-
pacity is sufficient to fulfil the nominal mission and EOL
operations. This manoeuvre can be performed with low
or high thrust propulsion systems. The former will be
further analysed in Subsection 3.2.1 and the latter in Sub-
section 3.2.2.

3.1.3. Passive deorbit devices

These technologies are usually adopted when the mission
is not complying with the requirement that states that they
can take up to maximum 25 years to deorbit. This re-
quirement is even stricter for the spacecraft that do not



have a propulsion system, because, given the fact that
they cannot perform collision avoidance manoeuvre, the
25 years count starts from their orbit injection epoch.

Most of the passive deorbit devices exploit the interac-
tion with the Earth’s atmosphere, ionosphere or magne-
tosphere, to generate forces that accelerate the re-entry of
space objects. For example, drag sails increase the sur-
face of the spacecraft to enhance the atmospheric drag
acting on them. For this reason, such devices only work
when the spacecraft’s mass and altitude are such that the
force generated is strong enough to have a significant ef-
fect. In the case of the drag sail, if the altitude is too
high, increasing the surface of the spacecraft will have
negligible effects due to the extremely low air density.
In general, they are simple systems which have a limited
footprint on the host spacecraft. Their cost is also low
and they are designed to be scalable.

Of course, passive deorbit devices are particularly attrac-
tive for spacecraft without any form of propulsion, that
are required to re-enter within 25 years after their in-
jection, because they cannot perform collision avoidance
manoeuvres. Instead, to be competitive with respect to
the main alternative, which is to perform a deorbit ma-
noeuvre using the on-board propulsion system, passive
deorbit devices should ideally have an overall mass and
volume lower than the ones corresponding to the amount
of fuel that would otherwise be needed to deorbit the
spacecraft.

Some challenges linked to passive deorbit devices are
micrometeoroids impacts, that can decrease their perfor-
mances, and the effect of the Atomic Oxygen (ATOX) en-
vironment, in which they spend many years. Moreover,
on one hand, uncontrolled tumbling of the host space-
craft can dramatically jeopardize the deployment of pas-
sive devices, which need to be pointed in a specific direc-
tion to be effective. On the other hand, the deployment
itself can also be the source of undesirable tumbling mo-
tion of the host spacecraft.

Lastly, it is important to point out that for all passive de-
vices, autonomous deployment is considered to be a great
asset because it would imply compliance with the SDM
requirement even in the case of a failure of the host space-
craft. To check the status of the satellite, a watchdog sys-
tem can be implemented, taking into account that its in-
terface with the host system is often non-trivial. Usually,
the deployment of the passive device is commanded from
ground.

Drag augmentation devices These devices aim at in-
creasing the effective drag area of the satellite, to enhance
the drag force, slowing down the satellite and accelerat-
ing its decay. Among the various options that have been
investigated, there have been both sails and inflatable de-
vices.

An example of the former is given in [48] and [52], while
Fig. 5 illustrates the concept. In this case, the drag aug-

Figure 5. Illustration of a drag sail.

mentation is achieved through a lightweight membrane
supported by rigid booms, while the deployment is per-
formed using stored spring energy. A challenge that is
important to take into account when designing a sail is
cold welding. Indeed, two objects that stay in contact
for long times in a very cold environment, such as outer
space, might weld. Moreover, one of the main drawbacks
of this technology is that by increasing the surface of
the spacecraft it also increases its probability of collision
with debris. Another drawback is that drag sails need to
be taken into account already during the spacecraft de-
sign, to ensure that deployment clearance is achieved.

As reported in [51], some sails have been already suc-
cessfully deployed in space and therefore have a quite
high Technology Readiness Level (TRL). However, these
tests did not demonstrate the deployment after a long on
orbit storage and the capability to survive the environ-
ment for many years after the deployment, which is why
this kind of technology is still evolving.

Within CleanSat, HPS is currently developing and test-
ing a 25 m2 drag sail. A drag sail of such size covers
already a pretty wide range of satellite applications, in-
cludes satellites with a mass below 750 kg and flying at
an altitude below 650 km. Deorbiting at higher altitudes
could be achieved if the satellite mass would be further
reduced or the drag sail design area was increased. Sails
usually have a modular design, so that they can be scaled
up or down to be adapted for different mission scenarios.
Lastly, when sizing the drag sail, it is important to take
into account that after deployment the spacecraft would
usually not have a stable attitude, which would maximise
the sail performances, but instead would be tumbling dur-
ing the decay. This usually leads to an over-sizing of the
sail with respect to the optimal scenario. However, it has
been pointed out in [40] that it should be possible for this
system to be self-stabilising by having the correct dis-
tance between centre of pressure and centre of mass. The
satellite may not stabilise in the higher orbits, but could
become stable at lower altitudes. This could be a promis-
ing solution to not be forced to oversize the sail.



Figure 6. Illustration of a breaking tether.

Inflatable devices are a more compact alternative with re-
spect to drag sails. They have a lower TRL, but their main
advantage is that they do not require the usage of mecha-
nisms for the deployment. Indeed, the booms or support
structures are inflated by a pressured tank and hold the
skin that increases the drag area, as shown for example
in [18]. The main risk linked to their usage is the one of
possible leaks.

Tethers Electrostatic and electrodynamic tethers are a
low-weight and low-cost solutions to accelerate the de-
cay of space objects. An impression of how such tethers
could look like is shown in Fig. 6.

The first concept that was developed is commonly known
as electrodynamic tether. This technology requires a cur-
rent to flow in the tether, which exploits Lorentz drag
to slow down the satellite. [39] introduced later on the
concept of an electrostatic tether, which makes use of a
thin charged tether to tap momentum from the plasma
ram flow by Coulomb drag. Since in this case no cur-
rent is required to flow in the tether, this concept needs
only a conducting tether and a voltage source to maintain
the potential difference between the spacecraft body and
the tether. Consequently, this technology entails an order
of magnitude lower mass and power consumption than
electrodynamic tethers. Moreover, electrostatic tethers
are known to be more effective in the solar wind, where
electrodynamic tethers are useless. The main advantage
of electrodynamic tethers with respect to the alternative
is that, according to [50], in LEO Lorentz drag is more
than two orders of magnitude larger than Coulomb drag
. Moreover, electrostatic tethers are thinner than electro-
dynamic and therefore more prone to be cut by debris.

Electrostatic tethers were further developed under the
CleanSat framework with [31]. In this case, the chosen
baseline was a spring deployed gravity-stabilised tether.
In the context of this study, the TRL of a plasma brake
module increased from 1 to 2-3. They also proved that
deorbiting a spacecraft up to 800 kg from 850 km or up
to 200 kg from 1200 km within 25 years would be possi-
ble by using a 2 kg one-module device. Using two mod-
ules would allow to deorbit larger spacecraft, but also to
increase reliability and performances.

In general, the main advantage of tethers is that they are a
very scalable technology. Their length is proportional to
their performances and it is mainly limited by the tensile
strength, which depends on the chosen material.

The main disadvantages of tethers are that they can be
extremely long (up to around 3 km) and therefore could
increase the risk of collisions in LEO, especially if used in
multiple missions at the same time. Moreover, the main
threat is that the tether deployment fails and that the de-
vice ends up tangling around the spacecraft itself, becom-
ing ineffective. Moreover, if the spacecraft is tumbling, it
would not be possible to deploy the tether at all, because
it would be impossible to stabilise it and it would end up
entangling around the spacecraft.

There have already been some space missions that suc-
cessfully deployed a tether. Another interesting point that
it is often source of misunderstandings, is that usually
tethers do not pose a threat for operative spacecraft in the
case of a collision, because their thickness is very small
(around 50 µm) and the impacting area is also relatively
small. This feature distinguishes tethers from other pas-
sive devices, such as sails, which have rigid booms and a
much larger impacting area.

3.1.4. Design for Demise

Design for Demise is the intentional design of space sys-
tem hardware to maximise its ablation and minimise the
overall casualty risk, during an uncontrolled atmospheric
re-entry. Of course, these changes in the design shall not
affect negatively the spacecraft overall performances (e.g.
mass, stability).

D4D can be achieved in many different ways. For ex-
ample, the heat required to ablate the components can
be minimised by decreasing their mass or by manufac-
turing them with materials that have different properties,
e.g. lower melting temperature. The heat transfer can
be also optimised, for example by including orifices in
the structures through which the hot flux can reach the
internal equipment. Of course, despite the changes im-
posed by D4D, the spacecraft still has to be capable to
reliably carry out its functions and successfully complete
the mission for which it has been developed. However,
understanding and applying D4D is not an easy task, for
two main reasons. The first is that some of the re-entry
processes, such as fragmentation, have not been fully un-



derstood yet. The second is that it is extremely chal-
lenging to simulate and mimic the re-entry conditions on
ground. In particular, heat flux changes throughout the
re-entry cannot be reproduced and there is a size limit
for on-ground tests, due to the available facilities. Fur-
thermore, it is complex to test high heat fluxes and me-
chanical stresses at the same time. Lastly, in reality the
fragments spin and rotate during the re-entry, while they
are stationary during on-ground testing. The replication
of the varying re-entry attitude is currently under investi-
gation.

Considering all the challenges related to performing
demise verification and casualty risk assessment, it has
been recognised that there is a need for commonly ac-
cepted guidelines for demisability assessment and verifi-
cation. This need has been partially addressed by [24].

To start developing demisable technologies, the most crit-
ical pieces of equipment needed to be identified. This was
done by [11], [58] and [20]. First, a critical element was
defined as an element that is large or heavy, that is usually
shielded by other pieces of the spacecraft, that is com-
mon to many platforms or that has an high proportion of
critical materials, which are characterized by a high heat
of demise or very high melting temperature. The afore-
mentioned studies allowed to identify some system level
criticalities and some equipment level critical items, such
as tanks, reaction wheels (RW), magnetorquers (MTQ),
driving mechanisms, balance masses, batteries and op-
tical instruments. For some of these, possible demis-
ability solutions were identified and eventually pursued
by other studies, which will be detailed in the following
paragraphs.

System level At system level, there are various tech-
niques that would allow to reduce the overall casualty
risk of a re-entry. First, it is straightforward that a prompt
opening of the outer satellite structure during the re-entry
helps to reduce the casualty risk on ground, because it
exposes the internal equipment to the heat flux earlier on.
To tackle this, various solutions were investigated, in par-
ticular SMA dismantle mechanisms by [6] and [12] and
demisable joints by [17] and [59].

OHB also investigated and compared various solutions
that would allow to obtain an early break-up. An interest-
ing open point on early break-up is that at current break-
up altitudes the Multi Layer Insulation (MLI) that cov-
ers the spacecraft is usually removed by the mechanical
forces and by the interaction with atomic oxygen in the
atmosphere during the mission lifetime and orbital decay
phase. This means that the MLI could still be in place at
higher altitudes, because of the lower mechanical stresses
and lower amount of oxygen present there. This remain-
ing layer could prevent the heating of demisable joints or
SMA actuators, and in turn jeopardize the early break-up.

Further investigations could be conducted about the in-
fluence of harness and propulsion or heat pipes on the
fragmentation.

Figure 7. Illustration of a monopropellant tank.

A different D4D system level technology is the usage of
exothermic reactions, which increase the amount of avail-
able energy. This was investigated specifically on RW by
[21] and [19], who identified the need of further stud-
ies and concepts that would allow to properly contain the
energy released to support melting process. Moreover,
selecting the amount and placement of thermite to sup-
port demisability during re-entry is a difficult optimisa-
tion problem that could not be tackled during past stud-
ies.

Tanks Tanks were identified as a critical element of
the re-entry phase because they are usually made of Ti-
tanium, which has a very high melting temperature, or
include a composite overwrap that is hardly demisable.
On top of this, tanks are the only confirmed re-entry de-
bris. To increase their demise, various activities were
performed within the CleanSat framework, by first dis-
tinguishing the tanks in some categories. The design of
tanks used in space mission can greatly vary depending
on the propulsion system. Thus the first distinction is be-
tween high pressure tanks, used for electric propulsion
and usually made of a Composite Overwrapped Pressure
Vessel (COPV), and liquid propellant tanks, traditionally
metallic and used for mono and bi-propellant propulsion
systems (see Fig. 7).

The former option has been recently gaining a lot of mar-
ket interest, because space industry is currently switch-
ing to Electric Propulsion (EP) and composite tanks are
the only ones that can hold gas efficiently. Up to now,
the most used gas for EP was Xenon at 200 bars, which
is becoming very expensive due to its rarity and due to
the increasing demand. Therefore, a switch to Krypton
could happen in the next years, because it is a cheaper
alternative. This would have a negative impact on the
tank demisability because Krypton requires a higher op-
erational pressure (300 bars) and therefore thicker tanks.
The demisability of the COPV tanks was investigated in
the past by [2]. The main conclusion was that even if
the Aluminium liner were to melt inside the COPV, it is
not clear how and if it could escape the composite over-



Figure 8. Illustration of a reaction wheel.

wrap. Indeed, the thermal characteristics of the compos-
ite layer are not yet well known and this makes it difficult
to model it. Moreover, it is challenging, if not impossible,
to extrapolate the results related to one type of compos-
ite to apply them to a different one. Currently, there are
on-going studies, for example by Peak Technology, that
focus on enhancing the demise by using different manu-
facturing processes for the COPV tanks.

Instead, the prevailing solution for liquid propellant
tanks, which are usually kept at a pressure around 25
bars, is to enhance their demisability with a change of
material. In particular, [5] and [44], proposed to substi-
tute the commonly used Titanium alloy (TiAl6V4), which
has high melting temperature and heat capacity, with Alu-
minium alloys, such as Al-Cu, Al-Mg and Al-Li. The
main advantage of the first one was its maturity. The Al-
Mg alloy would be compatible with green propellant but
its manufacturability still had to be demonstrated. Al-Li
had good structural properties and it would have allowed
for thinner tanks, but even in this case its manufactura-
bility was not well known. Alternatively, [3], which was
focusing on green propellants, proposed a thermoplastic
liner with a carbon composite overwrap. However, this
solution would have had the same issues pointed out for
COPV tanks, and potentially leak problems because of
the lack of a metallic liner. In the past, only the tank shell
was modelled and analysed, while nowadays a more com-
prehensive assessment is performed, including interfaces
and Propellant Management Devices (PMD), that should
be demisable as well. Currently, various volume ranges
have been identified and distinguished. Large tanks, with
a volume range between 170 and 220 L, are currently be-
ing investigated by MT Aerospace, while demisable al-
ternatives for small ones, with a volume range between
40 and 52 L, are being researched by the Polish Institute
of Aviation.

Reaction Wheels Reaction wheels are used to control
the attitude of a satellite without the use of thrusters (see
Fig. 8). Analysis showed that medium and heavy RWs
can survive the re-entry. Moreover, satellites typically

Figure 9. Illustration of a magnetorquer.

employ four RWs at a time, which means that a demisable
alternative could greatly benefit their casualty risk. How-
ever, RWs are very complex mechanisms, which means
that every change in their design takes a long time to be
qualified. Among the proposed solutions in the context of
[13], the most promising ones were to change the mate-
rials of the most critical sub-components, such as the fly-
wheel or parts of the ball bearing unit that should not af-
fect the RW heritage and require a full life test that would
be very long. Another option would be to try to upgrade
the electronics to obtain a down-sized design with in-
creased speed. The former will be investigated in the fu-
ture, while the latter would be more complex to develop,
because reducing the size of the flywheel and increasing
the speed of the RW with respect to current used speeds
(typically up to 6000rpm) would require a life test, which
is very time consuming and can be quite expensive.

Another proposed method was the usage of exothermic
reactions, which were tested on RW within [21] and [19].

Magnetorquers Magnetorquers, or magnetic torquers,
are a satellite system for attitude control, detumbling, and
stabilization (see Fig. 9). MTQs were identified as criti-
cal elements because their more internal elements are ex-
posed to the heat flux only later on during the re-entry
phase. That is why medium and heavy cores were ex-
pected to always survive the re-entry. When setting up
the re-entry conditions for the MTQs investigated within
[43], it was taken into account that they are usually at-
tached to a panel of the spacecraft, which can shield them
from the flux. Therefore, while other components had to
demise given a release altitude of 78 km, the MTQs got a
stricter release altitude requirement: 65 km. Among the
proposed solutions to enhance the demisability of MTQs,
the most promising ones aimed at exposing the core as
early as possible during the flight. This was suggested
since the core material itself could not be changed, as it is
strictly linked to the functionality of the MTQ. Therefore,
the material of the feet was changed to support an earlier
separation and the housing material was changed to guar-
antee an earlier exposure of the core. Another option that



Figure 10. Illustration of a solar array driving mecha-
nism.

was investigated was to split the core in juxtaposed cylin-
ders.

Driving Mechanisms Large mechanisms are often
made out of steel and titanium because of load and stiff-
ness requirements, and are therefore hard to demise. In
the past, driving mechanisms and in particular Solar Ar-
rays Driving Mechanism (SADM), which can be visu-
alised in Fig. 10, were identified as critical because they
contained such critical materials.

Two main kinds of SADM can be distinguished: the ones
that allow for continuous rotation and the ones that do
not allow it. Both can rotate for 360◦, but one can keep
on rotating whereas the other needs to rotate back dur-
ing eclipse. The difference is that continuous rotation
requires a slipring, while the other option uses a twist
capsule or cable wrap. The former may be harder to
demise, due to the slipring materials and due to its higher
complexity and mass. However, the missions that in-
clude the continuous rotation SADM are usually heavy
and could therefore not be able to perform uncontrolled
re-entry even if a demisable SADM alternative was avail-
able. Lastly, many Radar Earth observation missions ex-
ploit a dawn-dusk orbit and do not even require a SADM.
In any case, a more demisable SADM may be useful or
needed for a restricted number of applications.

The SADM has one external face, but the rest is inside the
spacecraft and often attached at the end. Despite having a
great amount of harness holding it, it could potentially be
ripped out when the solar array detaches from the space-
craft.

A demisability assessment of SADM is currently being
carried out by KDA.

Balance Masses In early studies, heavy balance masses
were found to be prone to survive re-entry. A solution
proposed by [34] was to develop layered balance masses.

This concept would have been combined with a passive
release system of the layers. According to their simula-
tions, the balance masses would have always completely
demised if this was put into practice.

However, it must be remembered that balance masses are
different for every mission and can normally be easily
adapted. Therefore, for the time being, it was deemed
to be inconvenient to investigate further this demisability
solution, since it would have not been generic and appli-
cable to all cases.

Batteries The assessment of the battery demise initially
suggested that they were a critical item, but a refined anal-
ysis inclusive of fragmentation to cells resulted in com-
plete demise. [16] suggests that the key aspect of the
demisability is the failure of the Glass Fiber Reinforced
Plastic (GFRP) which contains the cell packs in the bat-
teries. Where this is predicted to fail, there is no obvious
physical reason why the fragmentation to cells will not
occur. To guarantee this, the break-up process should be
studied in more detail.

Optical instruments One of the particularities of pay-
load, and in particular optical instruments, is that they are
not generic. Instead, they are adapted to the mission. It
is therefore difficult to propose a unique demisable so-
lution that could be used in every mission. Moreover,
they have many design constraints that need to be ful-
filled and that are hard to be transcended while apply-
ing D4D. Notably, some materials cannot be easily sub-
stituted, such as ceramics, which are needed because of
their thermal stability, and the glasses and mirrors that
are used for the lenses. A secondary challenge that has
been identified when trying to apply D4D techniques
to optical instruments within [46], is that the most un-
demisable components, such as ceramics and glass, are
not well characterized. Indeed, the ceramic breakage is
hard to predict, while glass can have a viscous behaviour
that is difficult to model. Among the investigated solu-
tions, the most promising turned out to be containment,
because it would allow to keep together all the pieces
known to be undemisable, reducing the number of frag-
ments and in turn the overall casualty area. Other options
that were taken into account but that were deemed to be
less promising were design for fragmentation, i.e. divide
lenses into multiple smaller components that shall eas-
ily separate during re-entry, and the usage of pyrotechnic
devices, such as pyrobolts.

3.2. Controlled Re-entry

This kind of re-entry targets a specific uninhabited and in-
herently safe zone (e.g. South Pacific Ocean Uninhabited
Area), to minimise the casualty risk. To perform con-
trolled re-entry a high thrust and high ∆V manoeuvre is
required at the EOL to perform the so-called final burn.



Sometimes, the last burn is anticipated by a perigee low-
ering manoeuvre.

The main system impact of this re-entry strategy is that
a high thrust capability is needed, which in turn means
that chemical propulsion must be used and that a high
mass of propellant is required. In the worst case sce-
nario the higher mass can lead to the choice of a larger
launcher, which in turn has a dramatic impact on the
overall mission cost. Moreover, at the EOL, blow-down
systems often used in LEO for mono-propellant thrusters
usually have a lower propulsive efficiency, which needs
to be carefully checked and possibly enhanced with a re-
pressurisation system, to be able to perform the required
final burn. The thrust is also constrained by the maximum
load that the appendages can bear without breaking. It is
also important to notice that performing a controlled re-
entry entails the usage of an overall system that is more
complex than the one required by uncontrolled re-entry,
and is therefore inherently riskier. Lastly, it is a common
practice to lower the orbit as much as possible before the
last burn to reduce the effort required by the last manoeu-
vre. This can pose a challenge in terms of controllabil-
ity when the satellite is close to the orbit pericentre and
may require specific Attitude and Orbit Control Systems
(AOCS) modes. It may also affect the thermal design or
even the communication system, since both are typically
designed for higher orbits.

3.2.1. Low thrust manoeuvres

EOL manoeuvres can be performed to lower the altitude
of a spacecraft. This is usually done to decrease its time
in orbit after EOL, and it is normally done by the space-
craft Reaction Control Thrusters using the propellant sys-
tem on-board. Considering that this is usually a mono-
propellant thruster, low thrust and higher specific impulse
engines can be considered to obtain a mass optimised sys-
tem to perform the Controlled Re-entry.

Electric propulsion [53] explored the possibility of us-
ing ion thrusters to perform these manoeuvres. As a re-
sult of this study, a thruster baseline for two case scenario
(controlled re-entry and uncontrolled re-entry) has been
been envisaged. The same EP sub-system architecture
for both thrusters was selected. This was deemed to be
an interesting thruster and similar ones have been chosen
for present and future constellations. Indeed, with EP it
is possible to raise and lower satellite orbits with a min-
imised mass impact, which makes it possible for opera-
tors to send more satellites within one launcher to a lower
orbit. EP is also the solution used in telecommunication
constellations. In general, this BB was not pushed further
in the framework of the CleanSat initiative because it was
not specifically related to the EOL.

Moreover, a very interesting comparison that was carried
out in the framework of this activity was the comparison
of Krypton and Xenon as propellant of choice for electric

propulsion. According to [23], the main effect of Kryp-
ton on the thruster performance with respect to Xenon,
is a reduction of the thruster efficiency and an increase
of the specific impulse values. Moreover, Krypton can
be more than ten times cheaper than Xenon, as reported
by [32]. As a main drawback, Krypton has a lower den-
sity than Xenon, which means it requires to be stored at
higher pressures, and therefore needs more voluminous
and heavy tanks. Depending on the driving requirements
being thrust level, specific impulse, cost or overall mass,
one may be chosen over the other.

Arcjets This technology was investigated by [54] and
[38]. It creates an electrical arc that is used to heat up a
flow of propellant, such as ammonia or hydrazine. There-
fore, arcjets can be used to generate an hybrid propul-
sion system, in combination, for example, with hydrazine
chemical monopropellant engines. Arcjets provide a
lower thrust level, but have a higher specific impulse, than
their chemical counterpart. This implies they could have
been successfully used for all operations that did not re-
quire high thrust, such as perigee rise and lowering, using
the same tanks as the monopropellant systems. Despite
this, they were always perceived as a separate system.
They are a potentially cheaper alternative with respect to
Electric Propulsion and exploit a simpler Power Process-
ing Unit. However, they have a high power consumption
and they are more sensitive to pressure with respect to hy-
drazine chemical thrusters. Moreover, at the time of the
first analysis of this technology, it was noticed that addi-
tional developments would have been required to qualify
such thrusters for a very high number of ignitions and
long operation times. Given these disadvantages, and the
fact that EP quickly became the standard for small satel-
lites and it now has a great heritage, arcjets were not in-
vestigated further.

An important realization that was achieved in the frame-
work of the aforementioned CleanSat activities was that
green propellants, such as LMP-103S, are not suited to an
arcjet system. More analyses and tests should have been
performed for future applications, with inevitable length-
ening of development time and increase of cost.

3.2.2. High thrust manoeuvres

There are three main thruster options available to perform
the final burn of a controlled re-entry: monopropellant,
bipropellant and Solid Rocket Motors (SRM).

Monopropellant Thrusters These thrusters are the
standard ones used for LEO Earth Observation mis-
sions and therefore constitute the easiest and currently
cheapest option. However, they are not normally pres-
sure regulated, which means that they may require re-
pressurisation to be able to perform the last burn, depend-
ing on the final thrust-to-mass ratio. On top of this, they



Figure 11. Illustration of a mechanical pressure regula-
tor.

are the ones providing the lowest propellant efficiency
with respect to the alternatives.

Two different kinds of propellant are usually distin-
guished in the context of these thrusters. One is hy-
drazine, the traditionally most used propellant, while the
other is the family of green propellants (e.g. LMP, hydro-
gen peroxide), which are non-toxic alternatives.

The investigations performed within the CleanSat frame-
work on this topic were various. Concerning hydrazine-
based systems, [9] focused on a re-design of the thruster
to increase the available specific impulse and lower the
cost with respect to a reference thruster. Indeed, it was
assessed that the performance could be increased with
a higher expansion ratio of the nozzle and that the cost
could be reduced by approximately one third with re-
spect to the reference. [8] focused on achieving the same
but with a green propellant based thruster. In particu-
lar, they proved that a deorbit thruster with LMP-103s as
propellant can be realized with higher performance than
a classical hydrazine engine. However, due to the need of
high temperature stable materials (procurement and man-
ufacturing), the cost would be higher than an hydrazine
thruster. Possibly, these conclusions would have been dif-
ferent if hydrogen peroxide as an alternative green fuel
had been used in the design. Indeed, LMP requires the
heating of the catalyst bed, while hydrogen peroxide and
hydrazine do not. However, this issue is much more
impactful on AOCS manoeuvres, rather than on deorbit
ones. Thus, it could possibly be overcome in this second
case. The LMP’s specific impulse and density are bet-
ter than the ones for hydrogen peroxide, while hydrogen
peroxide has a higher density but worse specific impulse
with respect to hydrazine. Hydrogen peroxide was the
propellant chosen by [55], by whom two baseline con-
cepts were analysed: one low thrust and one high thrust
motor. The selected concentration of hydrogen peroxide
for both the baselines was 98% by weight.

Pressure regulation As previously stated, sometimes
controlled re-entry may demand an active pressure reg-
ulation in order to provide the correct engine inlet con-
ditions for boost, ensuring to meet the window for the
manoeuvre properly. That is why one of CleanSat BBs,
[7], focused on the development of a repressurization
module which would exploit a high pressure gas tank
and solenoid valves. They proved that the active pres-
sure control of the propellant tank under defined condi-
tions would be feasible with the proposed technology. It
was also considered that the developed design could be
applicable for GEO missions, given that the high pres-
sure tank volume would have to be increased due to big-
ger downstream ullage volumes. Other ways to achieve
pressure regulations are through mechanical (shown in
Fig. 11) or electronic re-pressurisation. Mechanical re-
pressurization is already used in GEO, but it is used at the
Beginning Of Life (BOL). Its usage is not recommended
at EOL because it can present aging issues, and would
therefore need a re-qualification. Moreover, there are no
mechanical regulator suppliers in Europe. Regarding an
electronic pressure regulator, the fact that the required
solenoid valves are not produced yet in Europe poses a
constraint on its development.

In any case, as long as the pressure and the thrust level at
the EOL are high enough to perform the last manoeuvre
(when the perigee has to be decreased significantly in a
single manoeuvre) there is no need for re-pressurization,
but this often requires a significant over-sizing of the
propulsion system. Nowadays, due to the fact that Vega
launcher performances are up to 2 tons in LEO, this is the
most common technique.

Bipropellant Thrusters Bipropellant thrusters are
complex and heavy systems that require at least three
tanks to function, which makes them costly and more
prone to failure. However, they guarantee considerable
advantages. First of all, the pressure of the propellant
system can be regulated, which means that the thrust can
be kept constant throughout the whole spacecraft life-
time. Bipropellant thrusters usually exploit mechanical
pressure regulators at BOL, to raise their orbit to reach
GEO. Yet, they would still benefit from the qualifica-
tion of mechanical pressurization systems for the EOL or
from electronic pressure regulators with less aging issues.
Secondly, they provide the highest propellant efficiency
with respect to the other high thrust alternatives, which
means that they can allow important savings in terms of
fuel mass. Considering the drawbacks of this propulsion
system, its utilisation is usually taken into account only
for large spacecraft (i.e. with a mass greater than two
tons), for which the usage of monopropellant may lead to
the selection of a larger launcher.

Solid Rocket Motors Fig. 12 shows how an SRM
would appear. SRMs are modular systems that can be
added to the main propulsion system used for nominal
operations and that ensure the required deorbit thrust and



Figure 12. Illustration of a solid rocket motor.

∆V . On top of this, they have a higher specific impulse
than monopropellant thrusters. Another advantage is that,
unlike the liquid propellant alternatives, they generate no
sloshing and therefore they have a stable contribution to
the position of the Centre of Mass (CoM). This can be an
important asset to missions where an accurate knowledge
of the CoM is a necessity.

Within CleanSat, SRMs were analysed by both [42] and
[45]. The main constraint on SRMs during these studies
was the maximum acceleration allowed of 0.02-0.04g, to
guarantee the integrity of appendages and prevent the cre-
ation of new debris. This greatly bounds the SRM thrust
level, leading to regimes of combustion where the SRM
are less efficient. Moreover, this increases the burning
times needed to achieve the same total impulse, which
in turns leads to the need for higher insulation mass. To
overcome this issue, three solutions are usually proposed.
One was to develop high specific impulse and low thrust
solid rocket motors, to allow for lower thrust levels with-
out impacting too much on the propulsive performance of
the motors. The second one was to use clusters of SRMs
to relax the requirements applied to each SRM, by us-
ing smaller motors instead of a long-time burning single
SRM. A cluster configuration also has the advantage that
accommodating several small motors can be easier than a
single large one. Moreover, if only one optimised motor
was to be used for every spacecraft, every different size
would need to be qualified, increasing the non-recurring
cost in total. Considering that a SRM might be used in a
cluster configuration and that if only one is used, depend-
ing on the size of the satellite, different lengths of the mo-
tor are needed, the interface would need to be as universal
and scalable as possible. The last proposed way to cope
with the requirement on the maximum thrust level was
to enhance the robustness of the current satellites’ weak
points, such as deployable hinges and supporting struc-
tures, to relax the constraint. This would lead to unavoid-
able spacecraft dry mass increase, however the mass sav-
ing on the SRM may justify and overcome such a penalty,
leading to an overall system-level simplification and mass
reduction.

It was also envisaged a possible usage of SRMs for small
satellites. Indeed, these do not usually have appendages
and their compact shape would allow for a much higher
thrust-to-mass ratio. This would reduce the burning time
and would make the SRMs lighter and smaller.

When designing a SRM, the selection of an appropriate
Thrust Vector Control (TVC) plays a very important role,
because it is required to be able to perform controlled re-
entry. Nevertheless, it comes with higher costs and thrust
losses. The TVC is needed to guarantee the alignment of
the thrust with the Centre of Mass, to avoid uncontrolled
spinning of the spacecraft. TVC can be achieved for ex-
ample with a movable nozzle, vanes or a gimbal.

Within [22], the possibility of a fully autonomous SRM
was investigated. In the framework of this actvity, it
was assumed that the electronics would be divided into
modular boxes with standard dimensions and mechani-
cal interfaces, connected by a belt structure. In the au-
tonomous deorbiting system, two additional tiles would
be included with respect to the non-autonomous version:
a fully independent attitude and dynamics control system
and the telemetry, tracking and command unit, which al-
lows the decommissioning system to directly communi-
cate to ground without relying on the platform.

4. LESSON LEARNT ABOUT INTEGRATION
OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN FUTURE MIS-
SIONS

The general aim of CleanSat is to achieve an evolution
of the LEO platforms including technologies that would
guarantee compliance with the SDM requirements. Thus,
the integration of newly developed SDM technologies in
as many missions as possible is essential. This initia-
tive has been going on for almost a decade and its co-
engineering approach has been evolving and refining in
time. This means that it is now possible to draw high-
level conclusions about the development and integration
of new space technologies.

Regarding the technology development, it was recog-
nised that it can be difficult to predict the evolution of
the market. Indeed, technologies developed in the present
will enter the market in no less than five years. This issue
is worsened by delays in the development, which can lead
to changes in the target missions. This is why scalabil-
ity and flexibility are a key asset for technologies under
development and are often requested by the LSIs. How-
ever, this has drawbacks in terms of cost, because differ-
ent processes or tools may be needed, and this leads to
some resistance from suppliers. Moreover, it implies that
the mass cannot be fully optimised.

For them to be integrated in new missions, it was assessed
that technologies should be taken into account in the ear-
lier phases of the project, i.e. before Phase B2. An inter-
esting conclusion that was identified about EOL mission
architecture choices, is that institutions such as agencies



tend to be more conservative than the private sector, and
therefore, in case of doubt, always baseline controlled re-
entry to avoid later costs. This means that Design for
Demise has been pushed less by institutional missions
and users so far, but seems to entail an higher potential
for the commercial market, which appears to be ready for
higher risks during early design phases.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It is now common knowledge that the fast growth of space
debris is jeopardizing the usage of the most important
Earth orbits. Space debris mitigation has been identified
as a vital step to invert the trend. For this reason, inter-
national guidelines and regulations on Space Debris Mit-
igation are being enforced worldwide. The requirements
that were put in place and adopted by many nations and
agencies generated an urgent need and a high demand for
technology solutions. They were the source of great in-
novation, because many unforeseen challenges needed to
be overcome, but also generated more and more competi-
tion. A predefined and commonly agreed-upon approach
to verify SDM requirements has been identified as one
of the most urgent needs. This is necessary to achieve a
levelled play-field and fair competition among industries,
in particular when it comes to the evaluation of the ca-
sualty risk and on the usage of Design for Demise, that
can make the difference between Controlled and Uncon-
trolled Re-entry, with major cost and risk impacts.

In the frame of this paper, various technologies related to
SDM that were investigated or developed under ESA’s
CleanSat initiative were described, together with the
lessons learnt from each of them and the decisional pro-
cesses that led to certain design choices rather than oth-
ers.

Lastly, it was recognised that it is paramount to estab-
lish and mature standardised procedures in this area and
to push them at technology and project level from early
phases.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATION

Table 1. List of acronyms and abbreviations.

Acronym Meaning
AOCS Attitude & Orbit Control System
ATOX Atomic Oxygen
BB Building Block
BOL Beginning-Of-Life
CoM Centre of Mass
COPV Composite Overwrapped Pressure Vessel
D4D Design for Demise
ESA European Space Agency
EOL End-Of-Life
EP Electric Propulsion
GEO Geostationary Earth Orbit
GFRP Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic
LEO Low Earth Orbit
LSI Large System Integrator
MLI Multi-Layer Insulation
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking
MTQ Magnetorquer
PCDU Power Conditioning & Distribution Unit
RW Reaction Wheel
SA Solar Array
SADM Solar Array Driving Mechanism
SDM Space Debris Mitigation
SMA Shape Memory Alloy
SRM Solid Rocket Motor
S3R Series Switching Shunt Regulation
TRL Technology Readiness Level
TVC Thrust Vector Control
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